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 To you local politicians and others that have control over your locality regarding Wind Turbines. I am sorry to

say that our family is suffering the ill effects on these turbines. At first the slimy salesman say that it hardly

make any noise and they had these in Denmark for so many years and no problems. The first week of Xmas

2009 they turn the blades on and my sleep has not been normal since and  as I write this letter it is 2:30 in

the morning our lives has been upside down from these horrible things. I have my organic 73 acres farm for

sale since March of this year and had not one offer to buy this place. People are starting to wake up to this

madness. The problem is that Governments are brainwash or in bed with these corporations and forcing this

in our backyards with no say in the matter.The effects on the wind industry is growing on humans and wildlife

as you will be destroying land and also all the natural landscape for a industry that cannot sustain itself. The

math on the turbines will not pay off then you ad all the destruction it has caused your investment becomes a

nightmare that will costs even more down the road when you want them removed. The Wind Industry is a

corrupt corporation and will say what you want to hear and then leave and never to be seen again while the

community suffers its ill effects which they claim does not exists. I am proof that it does exist and

Governments and wind industry have never spoken to us victims or investigated these symptoms from us. I

would love to move to a country that does not have these things in there backyard not to have them may put

you in an advantage for tourism as you may have the one of the only country that did not allow them and have

a natural scenery.I love to see the true nature not these ugly plastic looking fans in a natural landscape they

are huge and stand out like a black eye PLEASE DO NOT GET FOOLED BY THESE FOOLISH SALESMAN.

Larry Swart Forest Ont. Canada
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